Abstract. Transformation induced plasticity steels (TRIP steel) is attracting more and more attention for the past decades for its special property of good combination of strength and plasticity. To enhance the strength, C is typical alloy element of TRIP steel, which plays an important role on the property of trip steel, not only on the macro property but on the micro structure. To investigate the effect of C on the property on TRIP steel, Ab initio calculation and finite element simulation multi-scale simulation framework was set up to discuss the effect of C on the property on TRIP steel. For ab initio and finite element the fundamental equation was introduced and transformation technology between ab inito and finite element by internal variable was considered. In conclusion, C was important reinforcement element of TRIP steel and ab inito finite element coupled simulation of TRIP steel was efficient in the investigation of the micro and macro property of TRIP steel.
Introduction
TRIP steel was also named transformation induced plasticity steels, is a kind of rapidly developing steel in the past decades for its special combination of strength and plasticity, which show ground potential in the application in automotive industry to enhance the strength and security of the vehicle [1] [2] [3] The excellent macro mechanical property of TRIP steel with a good combination of strength and plasticity depends on the microstructure greatly, especially on the alloy element. C is a typical element of TRIP steel, which plays an important role on the excellent property of TRIP steel, especially on the property on the residual austenite, which will transfer to martensite partially, enhance the strength and plasticity of trip steel with changed local stress and strain distribution [4] [5] [6] . So to investigated the macro behavior of trip steel, microstructure character and its effect on the macro property should be considered.
Ab inito calculation based on the solve of Schrodinger equation, which was the fundamental of quantum mechanics to predict the total energy and property of a system, simulation and experiment shows that nearly all physical properties are related to total energies or the differences between total energies. With Born-oppenheimer approximation and Schrodinger equation was simplified and HF and DFT was always used to calculate the simplified Schrodinger equation and property of the system, which was widely used in the calculation of prediction and verification of the property of new material [7] [8] [9] l.
But for a macro problem, which was consist of many atom, if only part of the system was considered, the property can't be reflect correctly, but if to consider the system fully which was greatly larger than the computer calculation capability. So although ab initio can simulate the microstructure behavior of materials, which was still not widely used in solving real engineering problem.
Contrast with ab initio, finite element focused on the macro simulation of material behavior, which was widely used in the macro simulation of plastic flow, deformation and so on. Which depends on continuum mechanics, the problem which was focused on was always regards as uniform and homogeneous. Each integral point represents a part of the material and the stress responds to strain directly, effect of microstructure uneven was ignored [10] [11] [12] .
But for problem combined atom property, such as trip steel, the microstructure changed greatly during deformation and microstructure development influence the macro behavior of the materials, just consider the problem as uniform and homogeneous is not enough to reflect the full property of the material.
To cover the scale disaccord and overcome the disadvantage of the two simulation method in simulating trip steel material behavior, ab inito finite element coupled multiscale simulation framework was set up in this paper to discuss the effect of C on the property of TRIP steel. The macro and micro simulation technology and variable transfer between the models was discussed.
Ab inito Energy Calculations for Micro Property
Ab initio calculation based on the solve of Schrodinger equation, which reflect the property of the materials.
To solve the Schrodinger equation which need to reduce the complexity by Born-Oppenheimer approximation to set up Hamiltonian.
Density functional theory is based on the famous theorem by Hohenberg and Kohn who demonstrated that the total energy of a many-electron system in an external potential is unique functional of the electron density and that this functional has its minimum at the ground-state density.
By Calculation of the equation with local density approximation or generalized gradient corrections, the property of the materials can be reflect.
Continuum Thermodynamics Finite Element for Macro Calculation
For continuum thermodynamics, material behavior is related to energetic, entropic and dissipative processes. Energetic and entropic process are embodied in free energy density  and free energy density  can be expressed as ) ,
Where F is deformation gradient and  was temperature. The derivative of  was
was the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress and
was entropy density. For isothermal process, free energy degenerate to strain energy. As a kind of metallic materials, TRIP steel is dissipative materials, so internal variables were needed to describe the plastic behavior. Free energy density  changed to
Where  was internal variable and the derivative of  (10) For anisotropic metals, the additive form of energy density  can also be expressed as
Where  was internal variables relative and the key point was to determine the plastic deformation gradient, which was the central of deformation gradient multiplicative decomposition And trail stress and return-mapping algorithm was always adopted to calculate the macro material behavior with finite element. In macro continuum thermodynamics, stress was determined by strain directly, it is locally response of strain. Some time strain gradient was also considered in macro finite element simulation, but it is also dependent on internal variable, nonlocal response was not intrinsic.
TRIP Steel AB Initio and Finite Element Simulation
Multiscale simulation of trip steel contains two steps, the first the calculation of the C atom effective on the property on residual residual austenite with ab initio. Fe on room temperature with two crystal structure, the first is FCC structure and the second is BCC structure. Residual austenite inheritance the crystal structure of Fe with high temperature with FCC structure, so the FCC crystal of Fe and with C atom replacement some Fe atom was calculated. Fig.1 was the crystal of TRIP steel with and without C replacement. By ab initio calculation the micro property of TRIP steel was obtained. To simulate the macro material behavior, internal variable of macro thermodynamics finite element which contain the micro information of the material was adopted, which collect the micro ab initio calculation information to the macro finite element simulation. Two different geometrical model was set up for the macro finite element simulation, Fig 2 is the finite element structure of two compression sample. The first was cubic model and the second was cylinder model. Fine element was divided and surface pressure was applied on the model. Two different model with different boundary condition was simulated and discussed and different macro responding of the two model was shown. Austenite phase transformation proportion is transfered variable from micro to macro, which correct the stress strain response on the integral point. 
Conclusion
The ab initio finite element theory framework of multi scale simulation of trip steel was setup, the key technology in different scale simulation was discussed, the following conclusion can be drawn.
Ab initio calculation was effective in the simulation of alloy element effective on the TRIP steel and reflect the property.
For macro simulation of trip steel, finite element can simulate not only the deformation but also stress and strain of TRIP steel with different boundary condition.
Internal variable which transfer the micro information of TRIP steel calculated by ab initio simulation was necessary for the multiscale calculation of TRIP steel and plays a bridge role on the macro-micro simulation of TRIP steel.
